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 #meettheresidents



Fakers Club USA, France, Argentina, Germany
Dance, PerformanceMay

#meettheresidents Fakers Club aka Stephanie Miracle, Johann Geidies, Liliana Ferri, Jor-
dan Gigout, and Alejandro Russo are notorious in the community of Börstingen for stirring 
up mischief. Their love of space/place is especially striking in their wildly colorful live-cinema 
public performance experiments in and around the old school of kunstortELEVEN. In their 
new Episodes 2 & 3 they successfully recruited two other resident artists to join as cameo 
performers. 

#cherishedobject The infamous walkie talkie is every Fakers’ prized possession. 

#breaks Though the Fakers Club can rarely afford to take a break from their busy rehearsal 
and performance schedule they relish a sing-a-long by the fire or a Twin Peaks marathon. 

More: www.fakersclub.wordpress.com 



Kyle Scheurmann Canada
PaintingMay-June

#meettheresident Kyle Scheurmann came to Kunstort as a painter, and left an accidental performer. 

#breaks To relax he made tree portraits to add to the archive of other tree portraits he has made, played guitar with Luca and 
taught us Canadian folk songs.

#cherishedobject Manitoba Sweetgrass - Sweetgrass brings positive energy to a space. When travelled with, it also serves as a 
temporary portal home.

More: www.kylescheurmann.com 



Jeongsoo Lim Korea
InstallationJune

#meettheresident During stay in ELEVEN, I have observed my room and make a 
drawing based on the pattern in my room’s wall, ceiling, floor and window. Through 
this process, I left some object including my room’s pattern. If imagine stuffed ob-
ject of my room’s pattern is left imprint of my stay, we can link relationship between 
space, pattern, and body. Curiosity about where and how we live in is the funda-
mental focus for my work and life. What is naming, this question is main motivation 
of all of my work and interest.

#cherishedobject One of the belief in life is that living without any stuff. When I 
pass away, I hope I left nothing. Usually, I don’t buy and keep treasure something 
beside work materials. However, if there are something that I want to be with me, it 
is several favorite music. I have tattoo in my arm, which is song’s title. I feel these 
songs is ideal results of art, so sometimes it make me think I don’t need any more 
art and life is enough to live. My Cherished object is living on my body.

#breaks The most peaceful moment is concentrate on my own existence through 
the  work out. I have been yoga in almost every day, which is base  exercise with 
also stretching.  Favorite sport is climbing and hiking, but I think important time 
is that only doing my self without any other person. Meaningful moment of life is 
practicing yoga in night with closed mouth.

More: www.limjeongsoo.com



#meettheresident During her stay at kunstort ELEVEN artspace Rochyne Delaney McNulty has been challenging and expanding 
ideas previously too nervous to pursue. The environment at ELEVEN is one that fosters interaction and exploration. Freedom is para-
mount; ideas and practice can be shared without fear of judgement. Her work is about sharing knowledge; expanding expectations; 
uncovering what has been there all along; providing a moment where nothing else is important; testing boundaries and learning what 
can be done with what happens to be there. Creating art for you and me and them. With stories, objects, participation, image, action 
and reaction.  

#cherishedobject Whenever she’s at ELEVEN, Ping Pong is necessary. Not just the act but the conversation and the company. Ra-
rely serious, often insightful. The time spent will be cherished as much as the objects, every time she returns; Ping Pong is definitely 
on the agenda.  

#breaks In her spare time we can often see Rochyne making tea, doing 
yoga, reading, juggling, sleeping, eating, cooking, walking, talking, exploring 
and obviously playing Ping Pong. Recently reinvigorating a love for climbing, 
camping and the outdoors, all possible free time in the UK (when it’s not 
raining) will be spent on a rock in the middle of the country.

Rochyne Delaney McNulty UK
Mixed MediaJune

rochynedm.wixsite.com/portfolio



Jamie McGhee USA
WritingJune-July

#meettheresident On her first day at Kunstort ELEVEN, 
Jamie McGhee stumbled across a small purple book called 
“Psychogeography.” One month later, she is still obsessed with 
the term, which is shorthand for “the personalities of cities.” 
During her time here, she’s created literature with a focus on 
cities, sound and silence; explored the malleability and rigidity 
of language; and finally, at last (for real this time) finished that 
novel manuscript that was due six months ago.

#cherishedobject Jamie has worn a beaded Kenyan band for 
two years. Its installation around her left wrist was a difficult 
process, and the band can only be removed by cutting it off. 
She used to live in Kenya, where she learned Swahili, and now 
holds very strong opinions about the correct way to brew tea. 
(Hint: Don’t use water.)

#breaks Music and music theory—you’ll never find her without her headphones! She’s a proud theatre nerd, and nine times out of 
ten, she’s listening to a cast album on repeat.

Say hello at www.jamie-mcghee.com



Bonnie Lee Turner USA
Drawing, Mixed MediaJune-August

#meettheresident Bonnie Lee Turner is a multi-talented professional Fine Artist based in Rhode Island, US. Over the past two de-
cades she has created hundreds of Murals, Mosaics, Paintings, and other Works of Art for a wide variety of clients. Her work can be 
found on everything from the sides of buildings, to the altars of churches; in museums, hospitals, homes, and businesses, and in the 
private collections of people all over the world. Recently, the nature of her work has begun to change and evolve in unexpected ways. 
Mesmerized by textures and every day found objects; she resurfaces, reworks, and re-purposes them into new forms; taking mundane, 
overlooked, and discarded items and turning them into works of art. At times she will accentuate an object’s inherent textures, while 
at others, she will add texture to an object; always creating, changing, enhancing, and bringing attention to the original intent and 
identity of the piece. This is an exciting new chapter in her career, filled with promise and potential, and ready to be built on a solid 
foundation that was decades in the making.

#cherishedobject Precious going away gifts from her beloved niece and nephew; a necklace 
with crystal and a beautiful charm bracelet that includes a heart on which his name, and the 
words “Miss you” are engraved.  “Makes me feel very loved”, she says.

#breaks Visiting, seeing, exploring and experiencing amazing Starzach, Börstingen and as 
much of Germany as possible!!!  Capturing the beauty on camera, and meeting some wonder-
ful people along the way. Also, always a highlight, (after the painful climb(!)),  is going to the 
Weitenberg Castle; enjoying the glorious view of the village below, a cup of coffee, and connec-
ting via WiFi! —(Which is very important to keep up with, and share, these wonderful experien-
ces in my blog. And finally, getting to know my fellow A.I.R.’s and Monika & Frank, of course.

More: www.bonnieleeturner.com/blog



Sarah Iris Mang Austria
Video, PerformanceJuly

#meettheresident Sarah Iris Mang is a cross–disciplinary artist, who works with instal-
lation, film, performance, textiles and graphics. She came here to edit some of her video 
performances. But first she taught us how to bake bread, to enjoy her delicious ‘Kaiser-
schmarrn‘ and how to walk through a labyrinth.
 
#cherishedobjects Definitely her black sketch book, it belongs to her like her heartbeat 
– she cannot live without it.

#breaks Used it for walking, chatting with her colleagues or drawing them, drinking a cup 
of coffee or tea, observing snails...

See and read more on S`BLOG on www.sarahmang.at



Ki Dong Kwon Korea
PaintingJuly

#meettheresident Ki Dong Kwon is working with cityscape. As 
landscape is interpretation of nature, cityscape reflects political, 
social, and cultural attitudes of times. Inspired by commercial dis-
play of department stores and theme parks in the cities, his work 
renders a kind of fake cityscape which is being there but not there, 
exploring banal utopias and clichés of modern life. Eliminating the 
question of authenticity and history, no past or future, the life is 
living in a perpetual present.

#cherishedobject He thinks drawing is the origin of creativity. 
Scribbling is a primitive form of drawing as well as a way of me-
ditation. This “Airport Project” sketchbook is for long waiting time 
in the airport.

#breaks He likes to take a stroll through the alleys of the old downtown Seoul. So he did here in the narrow village roads and paths 
in the Neckar Valley. Walking is for him an elementary form of experience of the city and landscape.

See more: www.kidongkwon.com



Gerald Fiebig Germany
Poetry, Sound ArtAugust

#meettheresident Gerald applied in early 2018 for the residency with one particular project that he wanted to finish after years 
of procrastination. During the months between his acceptance and the actual beginning of the residency, his list of other potential 
projects grew and grew. To his own surprise, the distraction-free offline space at ELEVEN (no internet! no Facebook!) proved so ac-
commodating to his creativity that in addition to finishing the radio piece „New Enamel“ 
he had applied with, he also managed to write some new poems – partly inspired by the 
great conversations with his fellow residents – , and to prepare the programs for upcoming 
readings and concerts. The concert rehearsals resulted in his album „ELEVEN“ as well as 
the sound installation „ELEVEN minutes“ for the exhibition „onAiR²“.

#cherishedobject The cute little ZOOM2 field recorder provides the indispensable source 
material for much of Gerald‘s sound work, including that created at ELEVEN artspace.

#breaks „Coffee, coffee, coffee,“ to quote the Gilmore Girls. Gerald‘s ritual of going to the 
kitchen, preparing a fresh pot and taking it back to the studio worked even better at ELEVEN 
artspace than elsewhere because the long walks down the hallways made it all the more 
meditative.

More: www.geraldfiebig.net



Renate Kletzka Germany
PaintingAugust

#meettheresident Renate leaves traces on blades of grass and clover. A large meadow becomes a free playing field for water games. 
The liquid color can flow, splash, form puddles and sweat drip unnoticed into it. With bare feet she stands on the canvas and soaks 
it with plenty of water - so that the tension is balanced. Later, the fabric images hang like wet towels on a clothesline, drying in the 
blazing sun - Stations on the way to become an art piece. Colored stones remain as bait for curious children!

#cherishedobject A ring is her constant companion. A ring made by her, for her - to remember and to concentrate .......

#breaks To relax she likes to talk, cook and visit the surround-
ings together with other artists. Project ELEVEN in Börstingen - for 
Renate it‘s a school of encounter. Whether Japan, USA or South 
Korea ...... .the communication works amazingly well, combining 
art and everyday life!

More paintings: www.kletzka-art.de



Gabriele Nold Germany
PaintingAugust

#meettheresident Gabriele’s work is a mixture of abstract and objective parts. She is exploring human relationsships and uses 
black and white photography from the sixties as a pattern for her paintings. For her work at the artspace she collected photos of dead 
insects, birds and plants to insert them as a collage in her colorful paintings. Small works of beauty and transitoriness arised.

#cherishedobject Gabriele’s object is a very trivial thing. It’s a T-Shirt initially worn for some time, then sorted and recycled at her 
studio as a rag to clean the brushes from the colors. She brought a couple of them to the artspace, not only to be equipped with 
the stuff she needs for painting, but also to carry some colors, 
some traces along with her. Sometimes she wears the fabric as 
a bracelet.

#breaks All kind of breaks are very welcome, not to escape the 
work, but to create a rhythm of concentration, inspiration and 
rest. Lying at the meadow for a short while, walking to the kitchen 
to prepare a black tea, having a chat with a colleague. Even ex-
changing water for the brushes in the nearby sink.

More paintings: www.gabriele-nold.de



Passepartout Duo Italy, USA
Music, Composition, VideoAugust

#meettheresidents Nicoletta and Chris are a piano and percussion duo performing and writing new music. They have been 
travelling between different countries with projects that promote cooperation within 
local communities, and advocate for emerging creators around the globe. While at 
Kunstort they worked on several projects with the hope to continue on their mission 
to bring new music closer to wide audiences: they performed some of their repertoire 
that features recorded voices, they arranged and performed an all-inclusive version of 
a piece by Rzewski, and completed an original video animation. 

#cherishedobject  Nico: „I found this wild asparagus bush on the path to the 
castle, something that I used to pick up on my father‘s fields, and I like that we can 
cook it after every hike.“ Chris: „I recently got this hand knit sweater from the Faroe 
Islands - I love the pattern, and it‘s making me look forward to a long cold winter.“

#breaks During their breaks they go on WiFi hunting adventures, listen to podcasts, 
and chat with other residents.

Link: www.passepartoutduo.com


